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ETUDIANT

Alan Vega - Life

Expos / art-contemporain

Du Vendredi 17 avril 2015 au
samedi 13 juin 2015
15h-19h

Entrepôt 9
9 boulevard de l'Europe 21800 Quetigny -

Contact : Téléphone : 0380662326 Email : contact@galerie-barnoud.com Url : http://www.entrepot9.fr 

Présentation :
ONE+ONE, the art & rock event propose chaque année des rencontres entre plasticiens et musiciens pour une relecture

de l’histoire de l’art via le rock’n’roll et ses ramifications. En 2015, la galerie Barnoud s’associe à nouveau à cet

évènement et présente à Entrepôt 9 une exposition personnelle consacrée à Alan Vega, en collaboration avec la galerie

Laurent Godin (Paris). Life : sous ce titre, choisi par Alan Vega, est proposé un ensemble de sculptures lumineuses et de

portraits – visages anonymes dessinés à l’encre, au stylo bille et au crayon, représentations de boxeurs réalisées à partir de

photographies d’écrans télévisés ou de coupures de journaux – ainsi qu’une vidéo. Lumière colorée des néons et des

lampes, tracés sinueux et quasi sismiques des dessins et des câbles électriques au sol, figures ensanglantées des boxeurs,

c’est sans doute aussi cela la vie. 

Né à Brooklyn en 1938, Alan Vega est un acteur majeur de la scène artistique alternative new-yorkaise du début des

années 70. Cofondateur avec Martin Rev du groupe de rock électronique Suicide, il mène parallèlement une activité de

plasticien, dont les sculptures, collages, dessins et films sont imprégnés de l’esprit punk-rock et du mode de vie urbain
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qui est le sien. Il réalise notamment des Light Sculptures, enchevêtrements baroques de néons et de lampes de couleurs,
de câbles, d’objets divers ramassés dans la rue. Posées au sol, suspendues en chapelet ou vaguement accrochées au mur,
démontées et recomposées différemment au gré des expositions, les premières sculptures lumineuses sont en quelque
sorte des figurations du chaos et de la violence de la métropole américaine des années 70, alors au bord de la faillite, mais
à l’activité créatrice intense, particulièrement dans la mouvance punk, opposée à l’establishment. Dès le début des années
80, Alan Vega donne à ses sculptures une forme plus structurée fondée sur la croix. À l’esthétique et au formaliste
séduisants des artistes du Pop Art, actifs au même moment et au même endroit, il oppose un style libre, radical et violent,
émanation sensible de la sous-culture dans laquelle il évolue et qu’il nomme « the romance of the underculture » (cité
dans le catalogue de l’exposition Alan Vega, Infinite Mercy - Musée d’art contemporain de Lyon, 2009). Parmi les
ingrédients essentiels de cette romance, il y a bien sûr le rock’n’roll, mais aussi le cinéma, les courses hippiques, la
pornographie, la boxe ; autant d’éléments constitutifs d’une vaste iconographie, à la source d’une œuvre nerveuse et
décidément sans concession.

Visuel : Alan Vega, Pineda, 1984-2001 – courtesy galerie Laurent Godin (Paris) – photo : Florian Bourgeois.

Evénement / Visuel proposé par siloé pétillat
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Suicide still bringing the noise: 'We can't
predict the content, but who would want to?'
The veteran New York punk duo have survived a heart attack and a stroke, and are using their
squalling classics as the springboard for further experimentation

Martin Longley

Suicide: Martin Rev, left and Alan Vega. Photograph: Sarah Lee

Tuesday 17 February 2015 12.00 GMT

“I’m still alive, still ticking over,” announces Alan Vega, the singer with Suicide, his long-
running duo project with perverter-of-electronics Martin Rev. In 2012, Vega suffered a
heart attack and a stroke, eventually undergoing surgery, which wasn’t initially thought
to be viable. There have been a handful of Suicide gigs since his recovery: at Primavera
Sound in Barcelona, David Lynch’s Silencio club in Paris, and the Station to Station
happening-on-a-train in New York.

Back in 1977, when their eponymous debut album was released, Suicide stood alone on
New York’s punk-dominated plane. Their disturbingly minimalist songs sounded
distinctly antisocial, yet managed to marry elements of heavily obscured pop with deep
slurries of noise. Vega was prone to intense spurts of fragmented vocalisation, dotted
with sudden screams and mutterings, while Rev was intent on crafting repetitive
keyboard pulses, shooting primitivist drum machine stutters underneath.

In the 45 years since their first performances, the pair’s sporadic, though persistent,
reunions have produced a line of sound that has only gradually evolved, lately attaining
an increasingly abstract, improvisational feel.

“We never really rehearse, because at our age it doesn’t really matter,” says Vega. “What
we know, we know already. My ears are getting better, harmonically, with time, and my
drawings are getting better with time; I don’t understand why.”
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Even before teaming up with Rev, Vega was actively engaged with the art world, as a
sculptor, painter and performance artist. He studied at Brooklyn College, and has
operated this career in parallel with Suicide.

“Things have looked up – things are looking great, so far. If it doesn’t work, fuck it
anyway,” says Vega, who is looking forward to next month’s rare NYC appearance, at
Webster Hall (7 March).

“We move ahead with the way we’re playing now,” says Rev. “Now, it’s not a direct
selection, but things will sound like aspects of the first album, although we’re not re-
playing it.”

“We very easily combine,” says Rev. “Wherever we are. We’re not an arranged act. I have
an idea, an outline, and Alan has an idea of what he’s going to do. He has an array of
words stored up and a lot of them come spontaneously. I can’t predict the content, but
who would want to?”

“I go with it, I love the idea of letting it become what it is, and seeing where it goes,” says
Vega. “It’s also OK when it goes elsewhere. Who knows, who cares?”

For a while, around the time of their 40th anniversary, Suicide shows had involved
playing their debut album in full, but the current approach is set on using that source as a
launching point for wilder digressions and developments, Vega spouting stream-of-
consciousness lyrics or riffing on existing songs.

Rev’s approach might not have altered too radically, but evolution comes with the steady
changes he makes to his equipment, the details, the textures made possible by new
effects units. It’s easier now to instantly trigger sounds digitally, compared to his
laborious processes in the old days.

“You bring your life with you,” says Rev. “The way you are in the present, what you’ve
learned, what you know. But I’m always looking for the next cool instrument or pedal.
I’m not using software, live, so not everything works for me; I don’t need everything.”

Vega had hoped that their song Ghost Rider would be used in the movie adaptation of
the Marvel comicbook of the same name, but was ultimately frustrated. “I really think
that Dream Baby Dream is the national anthem of America, Bruce’s [Springsteen]
version,” Vega enthuses, taking that as consolation.

Although the pair first started performing together way back in 1970, it took seven years
to produce their first recorded evidence. “We started like sculptors,” says Rev. “With a
big piece of stone, pure clay, pure sound, big lumps of sound. We started from scratch,
and then out of that we carved out the songs. After a year or two, we were playing the
earliest, Ghost Rider, Cheree and Rocket USA. Also, when I was finally able to get a
rhythm machine, that changed things a lot. I was able to delineate songs more clearly.
The first year or two was a pure wall of sound.”

It’s difficult to cite direct precedents for the extremity of Suicide’s sound. There are
submerged hints of rock’n’roll in the vocals, with Gene Vincent and Roy Orbison evoked,
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while the electronics hark back to Terry Riley or Philip Glass, but Rev doesn’t quite agree,
and points out some surprisingly jazzy antecedents: “Not as much as [John] Coltrane and
[Albert] Ayler. The free improvisation of New York was very vibrant.” Another pair of
strong contenders are the Velvet Underground’s Sister Ray and 96 Tears, by ? & The
Mysterians, the latter of which Suicide have actually covered.

When they emerged Vega and Rev felt that rock’n’roll was still very much an unexplored
area, ripe for introducing attitudes from other musical zones. Rev recalls: “When Alan
saw Iggy [Pop] in New York, he said that he would now have to perform to be an artist,
and he could not be an artist anymore unless he went in that direction.”

Next month, Vega will be particularly busy, as the Suicide gig falls right in the middle of
New York art fair the Armory Show, where he will be exhibiting artwork. Some of his
pieces will be from the 1970s, but there is also a large amount of more recent work,
including his series of box paintings, and his latest portraits of imaginary faces. Perhaps
one of these could be Frankie Teardrop?
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GHOST RIDER MOTORCYCLE
HERO: AN INTERVIEW WITH
ALAN VEGA
February 23, 2015

When Alan Vega first heard Bruce Springsteen’s

album Nebraska, he was convinced that the song

"State Trooper" was a long lost Suicide song that he

had forgotten about. The song was not a lost Suicide

track – it was one of Springsteen’s own, but an

obvious homage nonetheless.

That’s how powerful Suicide’s influence was and still

is – a band created by two nice Jewish boys from

Brooklyn. Black clad and with a lethally high-voltage

sound, Suicide has had a profound influence on

bands like Joy Division and The Jesus and Mary
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Chain – amongst countless others. But what many

people don’t know is that Suicide provided a strange

and pulsating soundtrack for a major change in

American culture: art was being stripped to a bare

minimalism of shapes and primary colors, and music

was being peeled away to reveal simple digitized

rhythms, computerized static and monotone vocals.

Alan Vega – the front man of Suicide – was one of

the first people to use the word ‘punk’ to describe

their music. Today, Vega, and his band Suicide, is

considered the missing link in the lineage between

rock n’ roll and what would become known as punk,

electro-punk, no wave, new wave and early industrial

music. Before listening to Nine Inch Nails, start with

Suicide.

Many people also don’t know that Alan Vega is also

an established visual artist - art is actually his first

passion. In fact, he studied under abstract

expressionist turned minimalist artist Ad Reinhardt –

an artist who was famous for his black on black

painting that he deemed would be the last paintings

anyone could ever paint. Vega would seemingly

become a physical and creative manifestation of

those “last paintings.” Experimenting with bare

materials and items found in the barren and

depressed landscape that was New York in the

1970s, Vega would create unique light sculptures

that resembled Christmas ornamented crucifixes; a

pastiche of a dystopian consumerist American

culture.

In a new solo show at Invisible Exports – the first

show devoted entirely to new work since 1983 –

Vega presents a few of his iconic light sculptures

and a series of semi-autobiographical portraits that

are much more personal than his three-dimensional

work. We were fortunate enough to speak with Alan

Vega on the eve of the opening of this exhibition –

entitled Welcome to Wyoming. In the following

interview, Vega talks about Suicide, his current show

at Invisible-Exports and how age brings wisdom and

the general notion of not giving a fuck anymore what
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people think. 

What was your earliest introduction to art – when

was your introduction?

It must have been in the late sixties – I started

making art and that soon turned into music. But I was

always into music, anyhow. I was always doing music

while I was making art. But I wasn’t doing it as a

career or anything. Not even when I started Suicide.

To me, we were doing art.

"EVERYTHING. EVERYTHING
WAS CHANGING.

AND IT WAS GREAT. AT TIMES,
IT WAS IMPOSSIBLE

TO KNOW WHAT THE HELL
WAS GOING ON."

Who were some of your earliest artistic influences?

I was influenced by Ad Reinhardt, and also some of

the early surrealists. And Picasso – I used to hear all

these stories about Picasso that were really wild. But

Ad [Ad Reinhardt] was my generation, and as far as

I’m concerned [his work] was the end of painting. It

was black on black and almost no color.

And that was sort of the birth of minimalism, right –

at the end of the 50s?

Yeah, it was. It was the beginning of the end. I didn’t

know where to go from there at the time. It was like,

‘Oh shit, what do we do now?’

But that stripped down minimalism must have had a

huge effect on your band, Suicide?

Yeah, it did. It was a time of minimalism – in art, in

music. And Ad really started that beginning – to the

end.

Well, that whole era was a time of change – the end
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of the fifties and early sixties – everything seemed

to be changing at that point in history.  

Everything. Everything was changing. And it was

great. At times, it was impossible to know what the

hell was going on. But seeing Ad [Reinhardt] was

enough – I remember seeing his paintings for the

first time and I was like, ‘Holy shit.’ I knew Ad very

well – he was a very shy guy, but he was also really

funny. But just to see his paintings was really a treat

itself.

I want to talk about Iggy Pop for a second, because

he has also had a major influence on you as well –

mainly as a musician and performer, right?

Yeah, well, Iggy was a major influence. The first time

I saw Iggy was in 1969 at the World’s Fair in New

York City and MC5 was the headliner. And they

[MC5] tried very hard to outdo Iggy, but they could

not outdo Iggy – no one could outdo Iggy. And it

was twenty minutes of Hell. All his jumping on stage.

He was all bloodied. I remember bringing two or

three people with me and all their mouths were

dropped.

So, how did you come up with the name Suicide? 

[laughs] We all laughed at first when we first thought

of it. We would try to come up with names for days

and each time we thought of Suicide, we would
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laugh. And then one day Marty [Martin Rev] decided

let’s just keep the name, because that was really the

band: SUICIDE – and it was. Suicide sort of summed

up the world we lived in: Nixon, the bombings, and

the war, and what the hell! People thought we were

describing our own suicide, but it was the only

appropriate name.

"IT GREETED HELL FOR ME,
BECAUSE

EVERYONE THAT SAW IT WAS,
LIKE ‘HOLY SHIT.’

THEY TRIED TO KILL ME."

Well, it’s one of the greatest band names, probably

ever…

It probably is one of the greatest names of all time.

Everyday, you read the newspaper and you feel like

you are getting closer and closer to suicide [laughs].

And you used to walk around with a jacket that read

Suicide, right?

Yeah, it said Suicide on the back. It greeted hell for

me, because everyone that saw it was, like ‘Holy

shit.’ They tried to kill me. They threw things at me. It

was just a jacket! I took hell. In fact, I took hell for the

first ten to fifteen years of Suicide.

Yeah, I mean people probably hadn’t seen anything

like that before. Can you describe one of your

craziest experiences?

Oh god, there are so many of them. It’s hard,

because we were younger. We also went out with a

different energy than we do now. We were insane.

Or we were acting insane. Or maybe we were

insane! Every night was different. Really, because we

never knew what to do – we never knew how to

start. Sometimes it started right off the bat and

sometimes there was silence. Waiting for a sound.
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For something….

So, when do you think that people started really

appreciating the sound?

Well, we started getting appreciation in the United

Kingdom in the early 80s. I remember there was a

show in Edinburgh at the Glass Door and we

expected all kinds of hell – I remember they had a

big disco ball, but it was completely dark while we

played four numbers or so. Then I told Marty to

watch out – “expect it from all angles.” But then the

lights came on and people were dancing! So it

started then – then people were against the walls

and they started following us. They really loved

Suicide.

What about some of your peers – I mean there were

other bands in New York making very avant-garde

music, like Television and a number of other bands.

How did they perceive your music?

I liked the guys from Televsion, but they were more

rock n’ roll. But I liked the guys. I knew the drummer

– he was very friendly with me. The lead singer was

a very quiet guy and he didn’t really talk to anybody.

But compared to Suicide, they were more

commercial.

Speaking of commercial, Bruce Springsteen has

said that you guys have been a major, major
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influence, right?

Bruce – I became very friendly with him.  He was in

the same studio we were in – in about 1981 or 1982.

We had a lot of laughs together, me and Bruce. But

when I first heard that album [Nebraska] I thought:

Did I write a song that I don’t remember now? There

was a song on there that I thought was a Suicide

song, but no, it was Bruce Springsteen. But I like

Bruce and I always liked his music.

So, I wanted to talk about your upcoming show at

Invisible-Exports. Can you tell us a little bit about

Welcome to Wyoming?

I’ve always wanted to go to Wyoming all my life and I

want to go before I die, and see the horses. So I was

working on these drawings and the show came up,

so I decided to call it Welcome to Wyoming.

And this is your first show devoted to new work in

multiple years – what prompted you to show your

work again?

Well, I love the gallery and the two people that run

the gallery, they really know me.

And a majority of the work in this show is portraits –

are they self-portraits?

They are portraits, but they are not really self-

portraits. I’ve been doing these drawings since I was

a kid. I would do them on the Bowery – these
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portraits of old people. But in a way they are self-

portraits. And I don’t use any models or anything like

that – I just draw. I’ve been doing it all my life. I did it

before Suicide stuff. In this show, there are a bunch

of drawings of these guys.

And I heard that you like to draw while under the

influence?

I did, but….

Not anymore?  

Yeah, I did, but now the doctors have got me staying

away. But I’ve been focused – I’ve been doing

shows. Suicide has been better than ever. And I

have new music that I’ve been working on. It’s the

blues, which is something that I’ve always wanted to

do.

"AGE IS A HELL OF A THING.

MAYBE IT’S THE IDEA OF
RUNNING OUT OF TIME –

KNOWING THAT I COULD GO
AT ANY DAY."

You’ve always wanted to make blues music or play

the blues?

Yeah, I was only going to do one song…maybe two…

but it turned into a volume of ten songs…and

everything is live from the top of my head. I just

heard a few tracks and it sounds really good. As I

get older, everything is better. Drawing is better.

Singing is better. So, I don’t know…I don’t know

what’s happened. After forty years, maybe I finally

know what the hell I’m doing. And the album is going

to come out soon.

Do you think wisdom comes from age?

Yeah, I do. Yeah, there is a lot of shit that comes with

youth. Horrendous fuck-ups. Which is great – I really
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love fuck-ups. But working through that is a good

thing. But after forty years – forty-five years – of

busting my hump…now I don’t give a shit. I just do

what I want to do. Age is a hell of a thing. Maybe it’s

the idea of running out of time – knowing that I could

go at any day.

Well, I hope for more albums and music and more of

everything…

I hope so too! But I’m going through a re-birth. I’m

already thinking of the next show and I am hoping

for good things for it. I have a lot of ideas for it and

now I don’t want to die. Whereas before, I was like,

‘The hell with it.’ Now I feel like I could live a little

longer. Now, I can keep making my art, but all my

friends are starting to reach that age…

But you can’t really retire from art, right?

You never retire from it. I get calls all the time –

people asking why don’t I quit or retire. But why the

hell would I want to quit? How do you stop art or

music? You don’t…you do it forever and that’s what I

want to do and I love it. 

Alan Vega 'Welcome to Wyoming' is on view now

until March 29, 2015 at Invisible-Exports in New

York. Click here to see photos from the opening.

Text and interview by Oliver Maxwell Kupper. Follow

Autre on Instagram: @AUTREMAGAZINE
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Before ascending to the pantheon of music legend as the lead singer of the seminal

New York protopunk band Suicide, Alan Vega (born Boruch Alan Bermowitz of

Bensonhurst) was a hustling young artist on the spear tip of the city’s art scene,

studying under Ad Reinhardt at Brooklyn College and then joining the radical Art

Workers’ Coalition—alongside Hans Haacke, Carl Andre, and Avalanche founders Liza

Bear and Willoughby Sharp—that pressured museums to show more work by women

and minorities. His own art was very much in the angry spirit of the times, mostly

messy yet precise sculptures out of junked materials to fixate on themes of aggression

(boxers and Nazis are recurring themes) and sex. Made three years before Suicide’s first

album was released, this piece pays to the ultimate protopunk artist, Vincent van

Gogh, with a crucifix-shaped tangle of electric detritus that glows in the rapturous

yellows of the Dutch painter’s sunflowers. It has all the crunching economy of a

Suicide song, a few of which Vega—who in recent years has shown at MoMA PS1 and

Invisible Exports—played the Saturday of the fair at Webster Hall.
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Suicide still bringing the noise: 'We can't
predict the content, but who would want to?'
The veteran New York punk duo have survived a heart attack and a stroke, and are using their
squalling classics as the springboard for further experimentation

Martin Longley

Suicide: Martin Rev, left and Alan Vega. Photograph: Sarah Lee
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“I’m still alive, still ticking over,” announces Alan Vega, the singer with Suicide, his long-
running duo project with perverter-of-electronics Martin Rev. In 2012, Vega suffered a
heart attack and a stroke, eventually undergoing surgery, which wasn’t initially thought
to be viable. There have been a handful of Suicide gigs since his recovery: at Primavera
Sound in Barcelona, David Lynch’s Silencio club in Paris, and the Station to Station
happening-on-a-train in New York.

Back in 1977, when their eponymous debut album was released, Suicide stood alone on
New York’s punk-dominated plane. Their disturbingly minimalist songs sounded
distinctly antisocial, yet managed to marry elements of heavily obscured pop with deep
slurries of noise. Vega was prone to intense spurts of fragmented vocalisation, dotted
with sudden screams and mutterings, while Rev was intent on crafting repetitive
keyboard pulses, shooting primitivist drum machine stutters underneath.

In the 45 years since their first performances, the pair’s sporadic, though persistent,
reunions have produced a line of sound that has only gradually evolved, lately attaining
an increasingly abstract, improvisational feel.

“We never really rehearse, because at our age it doesn’t really matter,” says Vega. “What
we know, we know already. My ears are getting better, harmonically, with time, and my
drawings are getting better with time; I don’t understand why.”
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Even before teaming up with Rev, Vega was actively engaged with the art world, as a
sculptor, painter and performance artist. He studied at Brooklyn College, and has
operated this career in parallel with Suicide.

“Things have looked up – things are looking great, so far. If it doesn’t work, fuck it
anyway,” says Vega, who is looking forward to next month’s rare NYC appearance, at
Webster Hall (7 March).

“We move ahead with the way we’re playing now,” says Rev. “Now, it’s not a direct
selection, but things will sound like aspects of the first album, although we’re not re-
playing it.”

“We very easily combine,” says Rev. “Wherever we are. We’re not an arranged act. I have
an idea, an outline, and Alan has an idea of what he’s going to do. He has an array of
words stored up and a lot of them come spontaneously. I can’t predict the content, but
who would want to?”

“I go with it, I love the idea of letting it become what it is, and seeing where it goes,” says
Vega. “It’s also OK when it goes elsewhere. Who knows, who cares?”

For a while, around the time of their 40th anniversary, Suicide shows had involved
playing their debut album in full, but the current approach is set on using that source as a
launching point for wilder digressions and developments, Vega spouting stream-of-
consciousness lyrics or riffing on existing songs.

Rev’s approach might not have altered too radically, but evolution comes with the steady
changes he makes to his equipment, the details, the textures made possible by new
effects units. It’s easier now to instantly trigger sounds digitally, compared to his
laborious processes in the old days.

“You bring your life with you,” says Rev. “The way you are in the present, what you’ve
learned, what you know. But I’m always looking for the next cool instrument or pedal.
I’m not using software, live, so not everything works for me; I don’t need everything.”

Vega had hoped that their song Ghost Rider would be used in the movie adaptation of
the Marvel comicbook of the same name, but was ultimately frustrated. “I really think
that Dream Baby Dream is the national anthem of America, Bruce’s [Springsteen]
version,” Vega enthuses, taking that as consolation.

Although the pair first started performing together way back in 1970, it took seven years
to produce their first recorded evidence. “We started like sculptors,” says Rev. “With a
big piece of stone, pure clay, pure sound, big lumps of sound. We started from scratch,
and then out of that we carved out the songs. After a year or two, we were playing the
earliest, Ghost Rider, Cheree and Rocket USA. Also, when I was finally able to get a
rhythm machine, that changed things a lot. I was able to delineate songs more clearly.
The first year or two was a pure wall of sound.”

It’s difficult to cite direct precedents for the extremity of Suicide’s sound. There are
submerged hints of rock’n’roll in the vocals, with Gene Vincent and Roy Orbison evoked,
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while the electronics hark back to Terry Riley or Philip Glass, but Rev doesn’t quite agree,
and points out some surprisingly jazzy antecedents: “Not as much as [John] Coltrane and
[Albert] Ayler. The free improvisation of New York was very vibrant.” Another pair of
strong contenders are the Velvet Underground’s Sister Ray and 96 Tears, by ? & The
Mysterians, the latter of which Suicide have actually covered.

When they emerged Vega and Rev felt that rock’n’roll was still very much an unexplored
area, ripe for introducing attitudes from other musical zones. Rev recalls: “When Alan
saw Iggy [Pop] in New York, he said that he would now have to perform to be an artist,
and he could not be an artist anymore unless he went in that direction.”

Next month, Vega will be particularly busy, as the Suicide gig falls right in the middle of
New York art fair the Armory Show, where he will be exhibiting artwork. Some of his
pieces will be from the 1970s, but there is also a large amount of more recent work,
including his series of box paintings, and his latest portraits of imaginary faces. Perhaps
one of these could be Frankie Teardrop?


